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ABSTRACT
Customers are usually exposed to online digital advertisement chan-
nels, such as email marketing, display advertising, paid search en-
gine marketing, along their way to purchase or subscribe prod-
ucts(aka. conversion). The marketers track all the customer jour-
ney data and try to measure the effectiveness of each advertising
channel. The inference about the influence of each channel plays
an important role in budget allocation and inventory pricing deci-
sions. Several simplistic rule-based strategies and data-driven al-
gorithmic strategies have been widely used in marketing field, but
they do not address the issues, such as channel interaction, time
dependency, user characteristics. In this paper, we propose a novel
attribution algorithm based on deep learning to assess the impact
of each advertising channel. We present Deep Neural Net With At-
tention multi-touch attribution model (DNAMTA) model in a su-
pervised learning fashion of predicting if a series of events leads to
conversion, and it leads us to have a deep understanding of the dy-
namic interaction effects between media channels. DNAMTA also
incorporates user-context information, such as user demographics
and behavior, as control variables to reduce the estimation biases
of media effects. We used computational experiment of large real
world marketing dataset to demonstrate that our proposed model
is superior to existing methods in both conversion prediction and
media channel influence evaluation.

Keywords
Online advertising, multi-channel attribution, Deep Learning, At-
tention Mechanism, classification

1. INTRODUCTION
Online advertising has grown exponentially over the past few

years due to the wide spread usage of internet across the world. The
marketers track customer journeys as they are exposed to differ-
ent online media channels(e.g. email, display, paid search) before
they make the conversion at the end. Companies allocate market-
ing budgets to promote their business through these multiple online
campaigns among different channels. To get maximum return on
investment on the spend of online ads, marketers have to optimize
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Figure 1: A possible behavioral customer journey in an online
advertising system. Here, the user is exposed to display, paid
search and email touch points, but he or she may choose to
make conversion or not at the end

their budget allocation among different media channels based on
their value. How to measure the value of ads spend, however, is not
trivial for marketers. The problem of measuring the influence of
each campaign or channel on a conversion is referred as attribution
problem [1] .

As shown in Figure[1], a user may be exposed to email, display,
paid search ads before the users converts. Each ad has a relation
with the user’s final conversion decision. In such a case, the mar-
keter faces a dilemma of assessing the contribution of each channel
to user’s conversion.

Marketers have applied simple rule-based heuristics to solve at-
tribution problem in the past. First or last touch point approach
ignore the effects of other channels; equal weight approach assume
equal contribution from each channel, which ignores the channel
difference; time-decayed attribution algorithm assumes that the credit
decays based on a decay parameter which is simply based on intu-
ition without data support.

In order to rectify the above pitfalls, data-driven attribution mod-
els have been introduced in recent years. In this paper, we pro-
pose a data-driven multi-touch attribution and conversion predic-
tion model denoted as deep neural net with attention for multi-
touch attribution (DNAMTA) that outperforms the other approaches
in terms of both conversion prediction and attribution analysis.

2. RELATED WORK
In order to overcome the drawbacks of rule-based heuristics,

data-driven algorithmic models were proposed. Shao et al. [2] pro-
pose a bagged logistic regression method and compares it with a
probabilistic model. They predict conversion rate using count of
ad occurrences and uses weights as credits for attribution analysis.
While bagging provides stable estimates and better accuracy than
probabilistic model, they do not have an interpretable model and
ignores temporal factor. Dalessandro et al. [3] propose causal in-
ference methods to achieve interpretability. They used additional
marginal lift of each ad as credits. Since their method was com-
putationally difficult, under some assumptions, they were unable



to estimate causal parameters. Ji et al. [4] adopt a probabilistic
framework to remove the presentation biases. However, they do
not directly measure the effect of ad exposure. Zhang et al. [5] pro-
pose data-driven multi-touch attribution with survival theory but do
not consider user characteristics.Ji et al. [6] use hazard rate to re-
flect the influence of an ad exposure. However, they assume that
the impact of ad exposures is additive and fades with time. Ab-
hishek et al. [7] propose multistage model of consumer response to
advertising activity that addresses the problem of temporal dynam-
ics of ad exposure. However, their framework is difficult to achieve
model scalability, besides, higher order markov chains are hard to
be implemented for better model accuracy.

Deep Learning [8] have been used extensively in image [9], speech
recognition and language translation [10] to achieve state-of-art re-
sults. Attention mechanism embedded with Neural Network has
been successfully applied in vision and NLP field [11, 10], as at-
tention mechanism can emphasize the important features along the
time-series observations. These novel ideas, however, are not yet
used to tackle problems like attribution.

3. NOTATION AND PROBLEM FORMULA-
TION

We formalize the attribution problem as follows. An event is ei-
ther a conversion or a touchpoint. Each customer path consists of
events from multiple advertising channels. Let xt denote the tth

event the user is exposed to in the path and xt ∈ M, M is the set of
all the touchpoints that we are interested in. Thus, a single customer
sequence path Pi can be represented as Pi = {x1, x2, . . . , xT },
T is the length of the sequence. t represents the relative order of
the event in the sequence, instead of the absolute event occurrence
time. Beyond that, each event is also associated with some structure
information, such as occurrence time, which can be formalized as
another sequence {U1, U2, . . . , UT }. In addition to these dynamic
sequence information, some static information which is unlikely
to be changed during the conversion journey, such as gender, age,
sign-up date etc., are represented as control variables Ci. A cus-
tomer path will be treated as positive if it ends with conversion(Yi =
1), otherwise it’s a negative(non-conversion) path(Yi = 0). Assum-
ing each touchpoint xt has attribution value at, then

∑T
t=1 at = 1.

The objective of this attribution problem is to estimate attribution
value at which represents the touchpoint xt’s contribution towards
a successful conversion.

To make this problem more mathematically well-defined, we use
probabilistic reasoning to explain customer’s conversion decision,
i.e. we want to find how likely a path will end up with conversion
if it is exposed to a sequence of touchpoints Pi and its correspond-
ing control variable Ci. We denote this as conditional probabil-
ity P (Yi|Pi, Ci). According to Bayes formula, P (Yi|Pi, Ci) =
P (Yi, Pi|Ci)/P (Pi|Ci) and in order to get a good inference of
this conditional probability we should have a good estimate of two
components: P (Yi, Pi|Ci) and P (Pi|Ci). P (Yi, Pi|Ci) can be
estimated by maximum likelihood estimation(MLE) from the data.
Since Pi is a dynamic sequence observation with varying length,
estimating P (Pi|Ci) is difficult. Furthermore, if we use a naive
one-hot representation by aggregating through time, it ignores the
time variance information. Therefore, it’s necessary to have a bet-
ter representation ofPi, that helps to estimate probabilityP (Pi|Ci)
and P (Yi|Pi, Ci) easily. We use a learning function f to approxi-
mate this conditional probability P (Yi|Pi, Ci) = f(Ci, {xt}1:T ).
Thus the underlying structure for attribution of each touchpoint can
be estimated from this learning function.

Attribution problem is complex as hidden interactions between

touchpoint needs to be modeled. Besides, contribution of touch-
point decreases with the increasing time lag(defined as the duration
between the occurrence time and the end time) in a path. This typ-
ical time decay property is a common business assumption, which
is unlikely to be captured by general linear model. Lastly, control
variables like gender, age, sign up date etc. can also affect customer
journey.

We propose a general deep learning framework in order to solve
the above three challenges: DNAMTA. This model has three ad-
vantages: 1) DNAMTA with attention is a Long Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) based deep sequential model, which is well known for
capturing the long time dependency of sequence observations[12].
Further, attention mechanism is used to capture the touchpoint con-
textual dependency. 2) Survival time-decay functions are intro-
duced in DNAMTA with timedecay to explicitly model the timede-
cay assumption. 3) DNAMTA fusion model can combine static in-
formation of user as control variables with dynamic touchpoint ob-
servations.

4. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK WITH AT-
TENTION FOR ATTRIBUTION

In a sequence of observations of touch points, same touchpoint
may be differentially important at different time locations and at
different frequency of occurrence. Our model introduces attention
mechanism that lets the model to pay more or less attention to in-
dividual touchpoints when constructing the representation of the
customer path. To demonstrate the idea, let’s take a look at Fig-
ure(2), which is a positive path where the customer finally made
a conversion at the end. This customer has been exposed to a se-
quence of advertising events before a conversion decision is made.
Each touchpoint is allocated different contribution value according
to our model. The contribution of touchpoint "Email Sent" varies at
different observation locations. Besides, touchpoint "Email Sent"
has totally different importance compared with other touchpoints,
such as "Display Impression". Details of our proposed model will
be covered in Section[5].

Attention serves two benefits: it not only provides us reasonable
better performance, but also gives insight on how touchpoint con-
tributes to the conversion decision at any specific time which is the
most valuable part of an attribution conversion problem. LSTM
could help us handle capture the hidden underlying complex inter-
action patterns.

5. MODEL
5.1 Touchpoint Input Layer

The input for the model is a touchpoint sequence path P with
one-hot representation of touch points xt, t ∈ [0, T ], xt ∈ Rvtp ,
where vtp is the total number of all possible touchpoints we are
interested in and T is the length of the sequence, which varies for
different sequences. Note that this sequence only considers abso-
lute order, the real temporal difference between each touchpoint
pair could be different. Detailed information about dealing with
temporal relation will be discussed in later section [5.6].
5.2 Touchpoint Embedding Layer

Given a path P in the above format, we first transform the one-
hot representation of the touchpoint at step t to a dense vector
through an embedding matrix We ∈ Rve×vtp by et = Wext.
Specifically, tth column of embedding matrix We, which is a vec-
tor of ve dimension, is the continuous representation vector of step
t touchpoint observation.

Traditional one-hot representation or bag-of-words like feature
representation are simply counting statistics, which ignore touch-



Figure 2: A heatmap visualizing the contribution of each
touchpoint in a specific customer conversion path. From left
to right, customer journey starts from the first event to the
end of conversion, all events are coded by:display_click(DC),
display_impression(DI), email_click(EC), email_open(EO),
email_sent(ES), paid_search(PS). Y-axis indicates the conver-
sion probability from the prediction model. The darker the
color for a touchpoint, the higher influence of the correspond-
ing touchpoint is.

point contextual similarities and suffer from sparsity in representa-
tion. Touchpoint embedding aims to quantify and categorize hid-
den contextual similarities between each touchpoint based on their
distribution in large samples of touchpoint paths.

5.3 Variable-depth LSTM Layer
We use LSTM [12] to obtain another level of representation of

touchpoints by using embedding layer output {e1, . . . , eT }, and
therefore incorporate the contextual information in the historical
observations. Each LSTM block updates current hidden state out-
put ht ∈ Rvh based on embedding output et and previous hidden
state output ht−1 through the formula

ht = H(et, ht−1), t ∈ [0, T ] (1)

In Formula(1), H is a nonlinear transformation function, which
has various definitions according to practical problems.

Now each ht can be considered as a new representation of tth

touchpoint by overviewing all historical touchpoint records, so con-
ceptually ht is able to better describe the context meaning of touch-
point in the specific path compared with the raw embedding vector
et, which is unaware of past information. This is important for cus-
tomer conversion journey, since the order, frequency and long-term
dependency of touchpoint exposure could have a high impact on
their final conversion decision.

5.4 Touchpoint Attention Layer
We introduce attention mechanism to find touchpoints that are

important to the conversion and aggregate the representation of
those informative touchpoints to form a path vector. Yang et al.
[13] proposed hierarchical attention mechanism for text sentiment
analysis. We shall leverage this idea in our case. Specifically,

vt = tanh(Wvht + bv) (2)

at =
exp(vTt u)∑
t exp(v

T
t u)

(3)

s =
∑
t

atht (4)

We first feed the touchpoint representation ht through a one-layer
multilayer perceptron(MLP) to get vt as a hidden representation of
ht, then we measure the importance of the word as the similarity
of vt with touchpoint context vector u and get a normalized im-
portance weight at through a softmax function. We can notice that
by design at > 0. The advantage of this construction is that the
contribution of every touchpoint is always positive. After that, we
compute the path vector s as the weighted sum of the touchpoint
representation based on the non-negative weights. Actually, s is
the convex combination of all ht. The context vector u can also be
seen as a high level representation of a fixed sequence based on our
domain knowledge about touchpoint importance, campaign mar-
keters can custom their attribution model by constraining vector u.
The context vector u can either be fixed or be randomly initialized
and jointly learned during the process. We use the latter approach
in our modeling.

5.5 Touchpoint Path Classification
In our attribution conversion problem, some customer touchpoint

journeys end up with conversions, these paths are treated as positive
paths, otherwise, they are negative paths. With these labels, we
can consider this attribution conversion learning problem as binary
classification problem in the new path vector space. The path vector
s is a high level representation of the customer touchpoint journey
by combining hidden outputs and attention weights.

p = sigmoid(σ(WT
c s) + bc) (5)

where Wc ∈ Rvh and σ(·) is nonlinear activation function ReLU
σ(x) = max (0, x). In common binary classification problems, the
probability for predicting the sequence observation path positive
is usually the sigmoid function for linear combination of features.
In attribution conversion problem, with some exposure of adver-
tising channels, the probability for customers to make conversion
decision is always greater than those without any exposure, which
means the contribution of touchpoint for conversion is always non-
negative. Activation function ReLU is mathematically fit for this
practical constraint.

5.6 Time Decay Attention Layer
Attention mechanism is widely used in NLP problems where

the distance between each word is relative, depending on the word
counts between them. We should consider exact time gap in attri-
bution problem, since the time gaps between each touchpoint vary a
lot, from hours to even months. This difference of time gaps could
affect the connection strength of nearby touchpoints and further im-
pact the final conversion. Therefore, we introduce the time decay
attention layer by combining time decay information, inspired by
the idea in [14]. Basically each touchpoint sequence observation
has its occurrence time, the time gap difference between the occur-
rence time and the end time defined as Tt. The smaller Tt is, nearer
is the occurrence time to end time. We assume the touchpoint con-
tribution decreases when the occurrence time is far away from the
end time. We penalize each attention weight described in compo-
nent in Formula(3) by non-increasing timedecay function. Detailed
formula can be referred as below:

vt = tanh(Wvht + bv) (6)

at =
exp(vTt u− λTt)∑
t exp(v

T
t u− λTt)

(7)

s =
∑
t

atht (8)



Figure 3: The structure of DNAMTA fusion model, including
three parts: sequence encoder, control variable encoder and
sequence classification

where λ > 0 is the decay parameter, it can be predefined based
on data analysis of past customer conversion trend, or it can also be
randomly initialized in model and directly learned from data.

5.7 Fusion Model
As we have mentioned in previous section, attribution conversion

models usually try to establish the relationship between advertising
channels and final conversion. However, customer characteristic
information such as gender, age and some other static information
may affect the touchpoint exposure and the conversion engagement.
[15] points out that the confounding effects from these features
could affect the distribution of conversion rate. For example, free
signup is a promotion strategy from company to encourage cus-
tomer to make conversion. Generally there are two situations when
a conversion rate may peak: First, when customers free signup and
second,when this free signup trial expires. Therefore, it’s neces-
sary for us to take these control variables into consideration, which
helps us to minimize the potential bias inference effects.

However, the number of control variables in real attribution con-
version problems can be very large, which increases the difficulty
of the variable selection among these control sets. Besides, a sim-
ple linear add-on may not fit for describing the complex relation-
ship between the factors and conversion. In order to account for
these two problems, we propose a fusion model, which is built on
the original DNAMTA model by introducing another deep neural
network for control variable learning. In Figure(3), deep neural
network modeling control variables is on the right hand. It aims to
learn a sophisticated feature vector representation by going through
several dense fully connected layers, which can capture the under-
lying structure. Later we concatenate the customer touchpoint path
representation vector and the control variable vector before we ap-
ply it to classification layer. The touchpoint path classification for-
mula will be changed

p = sigmoid(σ1(W
T
ctps) + σ2(W

T
cntp

v) + bc) (9)

where σ1 is still the RELU function as mentioned in Section [5.5],
and σ2 is just identical function.

6. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experiments to compare different

attribution models with DNAMTA. We also discuss the correspond-
ing results and model interpretation for attribution.

6.1 Data
We ran our experiments on large event data set of a marketing

organization with three primary channels display, email and paid

search. We have 6 different touchpoints: display click, display im-
pression, email click, email sent, email open and paid search. It
contains 426853 records with history of 57 days including con-
version day. Each record represents a customer’s journey, if this
journey ends up with conversion action before the given data col-
lection time, it is regarded as positive path; otherwise it’s labeled
as negative. Even though customer may convert in the future, this
kind journey is still not positive based on our definition. Due to
the heavy imbalanced distribution of positive and negative paths in
real dataset, we down sampled the negative path records to get the
dataset with balanced labels. Each path record is associated with
a free-signup date, a sequence of dates for each touchpoint event
and a sequence of frequency of occurrence. A visit duration win-
dow is applied to multiple visits from the same advertising channel:
subsequent visits are ignored if they occur within a short time.

We randomly split this data into two sets: 80% for training and
20% for testing. All experiment comparison results are based on
the test dataset.

6.2 Model Settings and Implementation
As mentioned in [16], we will mainly focus on predictive accu-

racy(AUC) and interpretability. To demonstrate the performance of
various attribution models, we compare our DNAMTA model with
three commonly used attribution models i.e. last touch attribution,
Logistic Regression and HMM [7] in our experiments:

• LSTM is the fundamental LSTM model without attention
mechanism.

• DNAMTA is the first version of our deep attribution model
with attention mechanism. After getting the outputs from
each LSTM module, we will calculate the attention weights
based on Formula(3), later we will use the re-weighted LSTM
outputs as a path representation vector for binary classifica-
tion modeling.

• DNAMTA with time decay is the second version of our deep
attribution model. Besides incorporating attention mecha-
nism, it also accounts for temporal-effect in attribution. The
time decay weighted attention calculation formula is followed
by Formula(7). For simplification, we assume time decay pa-
rameter stays the same for all channels, but each channel (e.g.
page search) could have its own time decay parameter.

• Fusion DNAMTA is the third version of our deep attribution
model. Built on the top of time decayed DNAMTA, control
variables such as user activity will be learned as a feature
representation vector in another neural network. A fused rep-
resentation vector is generated by concatenating touchpoint
path vector and control variable vector, and it will be used
for classification task based on the Formula(9).

We use TensorFlow 1.2.0 [17] and Python 3.0 for all deep model
implementation, and sklearn 0.18.1, pomegranate for baseline model
implementation. All the comparison experiments are run on GPU
Tesla K80 and CPU. For LSTM model we choose to use stochastic
Adam gradient descent [18] for training. In deep model, both the
dimension of hidden size and attribution dimension (a.k.a. contex-
tual vector u’s dimension) are 64. We use 3 hidden layers. During
training process, a validation data set is hold out for hyper parame-
ter tuning, and the model training process stops when the validation
loss stops improving.



6.3 Results
In Table 3, we report the prediction performance of all attribu-

tion models on testing dataset. We can observe that DNAMTA fu-
sion model successfully utilizes both time and touchpoint depen-
dent representation and confounding factors, and it achieves the
highest prediction accuracy and AUC. Besides, on comparing with
other models, we find that deep model with attention can generally
improve the model prediction performance, which indicates the im-
pact of attention mechanism in dynamic sequence path classifica-
tion task, as attention can smartly reconsider touchpoint contextual
dependencies and reallocate these touchpoint contributions.

As we mentioned in previous section, model prediction is not the
only goal for attribution modeling. From the perspective of repre-
sentation learning, a good representation for dynamic path is good
for future statistical inference and strategy decision making. The
path representation vector from last touchpoint attribution model
is simple without modeling, but it does not capture the time depen-
dency between each touchpoint. If both a long touchpoint sequence
and a short one ends with up the same touchpoint, these two paths
will be considered same in the last touchpoint prediction model.
For logistic regression, the path representation vector considers the
touchpoint content information and time information, but the di-
mension of this vector can be dramatically high and sparse when
our predefined observation time window grows. For our dataset
that spans touchpoint data of 57 days, the feature dimension in lo-
gistic regression is 342. However, in DNAMTA model, the path
representation dimension is only 64 and also achieves better pre-
diction performance than logistic regression does, which shows us
the efficiency of representation provided by DNAMTA.

Similar to approach and arguments in [19], both the number of
parameters in our model and the amount of computation it performs
can be controlled independently of the size of the path if we fix the
length of the customer path that is considered. Hence it is easily
scalable with any size of data. In the case where we do not fix
the path length, the computational demands scale linearly with the
length of the path in consideration.

6.4 Modified Attribution Score with Attention
We propose a novel usage of the attention scores by incorporat-

ing it with traditional attribution score calculation [1]: fractional
attribution score and incremental attribution score.
• Incremental score We estimate the impact of a specific chan-

nel on the conversion by calculating the difference in conver-
sion probabilities with and without the channel.

• Fractional score We normalize all incremental scores of each
channel for each path, and aggregate all incremental contri-
butions at channel level as the fractional score.

• Attention based score Attention values learned from deep
model can be directly used as fractional score, as it serves as
the contribution of each touchpoint after accounting for the
interaction between each other.

Table 1: Fractional attribution values for different advertising
channel

LTA LR LSTM DNAMTA DNAMTA
timedecay

DNAMTA
fusion

Display 0.392 0.538 0.642 0.448 0.398 0.411
Email 0.383 0.241 0.174 0.362 0.384 0.372
PaidSearch 0.225 0.221 0.184 0.190 0.218 0.217
Total 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 2: Incremental attribution values for different advertis-
ing channel

LTA LR LSTM DNAMTA DNAMTA
timedecay

DNAMTA
fusion

Display 0.325 0.356 0.392 0.369 0.326 0.341
Email 0.133 0.155 0.158 0.169 0.183 0.180
PaidSearch 0.213 0.162 0.131 0.176 0.206 0.207
Total 0.671 0.673 0.681 0.714 0.715 0.728

Table 3: Model prediction performance numerical values sum-
mary and comparison

LTA HMM LR LSTM DNAMTA DNAMTA
timedecay

DNAMTA
fusion

Accuracy 0.765 0.766 0.789 0.807 0.807 0.807 0.819
AUC 0.800 0.801 0.846 0.841 0.855 0.851 0.879

In all attribution models, display accounts for the most contri-
bution for customer conversion. Especially for logistic regression
and DNAMTA model, both fractional and incremental attribution
scores for Display are very high. While after incorporating time de-
cay property, DNAMTA with timedecay and fusion model lowers
the display attribution scores. Indeed, customer has to be exposed
to the product first before they can start their conversion journey.
Display triggers the continuing advertising exposure, while display
is usually less likely to show up closer to conversion. We didn’t in-
clude HMM in the comparison table (2, 1), because the attribution
scores for HMM are quite similar to others.

Figure(4) visualizes attribution density distributions for each touch-
point over various ad exposure lag. Overall, display accounts for
the most conversion contribution, but among customers with differ-
ent ads time exposure, touchpoint contribution distributions vary.
For example, paid search has relatively high impact within the first
week, but this contribution decreases for long time exposure of ads.
As we mentioned in Section [3], DNAMTA is capable of capturing
the underlying structure of touchpoints and their conversion contri-
butions.

Figure(5) shows the time decay of attribution for each touch-
point. As the time lag (the difference between observation time
and the end time of path) increases, the attribution for each touch-
point decreases. It confirms the time decay property for attribution
score. The variance of on-average attribution score at specific time
lag also has a decreasing trend as the time lag increases. The most
latest advertising exposure may contribute a lot to customer’s final
conversion decision.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduce DNAMTA, a deep neural network

framework incorporating attention mechanism, by considering tem-
poral effect and user characteristics through control variable adjust-
ment. It aims to have a deeper understanding about the dynamic
interactions between advertising channels and their contributions
to customer conversion. For predictive task, DNAMTA surpasses
some widely used attribution models as well as basic LSTM model.
For interpretability, DNAMTA can also provide good insights of
the relative touchpoint attribution estimates.

Through the discussion in this paper, we also formalize attri-
bution as a representation learning problem. Experiment results
show that the dynamic path vector representation of dimension 64
from DNAMTA achieves better prediction performance compared
to other attribution models. A good representation for dynamic ad-
vertising channels is not only good for prediction task and statistical



Figure 4: Attribution estimate density distributions for each ad
channel vary over different ad exposure time. The area under
the curve of a density function represents the probability of get-
ting specific attribution values between a range. The number
of days until customer convert ranges from top left to bottom
right are: 0-7, 7-30, 30-56, 0-56. Paid search has relatively high
impact within the first week,but this contribution decreases for
long time exposure of ads.

inference, but also can be beneficial for transfer learning: transfer-
ring the domain knowledge and data-driven features to some other
marketing problems with limited data observations. Marketers can
thus allocate their budget spends on touchpoints in proportion to
their contributions.
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